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Introduction: Determining the quantity and verti-

cal distribution of volatile species on and below the 
surface of planetary bodies is vital to understand the 
primordial chemical inventory and subsequent evolu-
tion of planets. The spectra of neutrons produced by 
interactions between galactic cosmic ray (GCR) parti-
cles and planetary surface materials yield information 
about regolith composition. Neutron detection has been 
widely used for this purpose in the past several dec-
ades. The history of nuclear physics experimental 
techniques as applied to lunar exploration goes back to 
the Apollo epoch (Apollo 17 - LPNE experiment, 
1972) by Woolum et al.[1]. Orbital Lunar and Martian 
neutron detections such as Odyssey and LRO missions 
from the past 2 decades provide important time evolu-
tion information of GCR spectra correlated to solar 
activities.  

Monte Carlo (MC) simulations have been used to 
investigate neutron production and leakage from the 
lunar surface to assess the compositions of lunar soil 
[2-4]. The in situ measurement of lunar neutron pro-
duction made from the Apollo 17 mission was recon-
structed by McKinney et al. [5] using MCNPX[6]. 
Spallation neutron production is strongly correlated to 
the GCR energetic particle spectrum. Using the differ-
ential neutron spectrum given by McKinney to calcu-
late LRO LEND counting rates one will get a factor of 
2 higher than the counting rates detected by LRO 
LEND instrument[7]. The most likely cause of the 
descripency comes from the GCR spectrum used in the 
calculations. Ota et al.[8] benchmarked PHITS[9] 
Monte Carlo simulations and McKinney MCNPX re-
sults with LPNE measurement. Ota’s results showed a 
good agreement with LPNE neutron density profile by 
counting neutrons of energy only below 500eV. It is 
important to cross calibrate GCR spectra for a precise 
calculation of neutron production in the lunar surface. 
We revisit Apollo 17 epoch using Geant4 Monte Carlo 
simulation code[10], GCR spectra from CRÈME mod-
el and the same analytical function 
𝑃 𝐸,∅ = !∙!(!!!!!)(!!!!∅)!!

(!!∅)(!!!!!!∅)
 in McKinney and Ota’s 

works for proton and alpha particles. We evaluate neu-
tron production, transport, leakage neutron spectra and 
angular distributions to  cross calibrate GCR spectrum, 
spallation neutron production and transport with LNPE 
type measurements and orbital detections.  
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